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EDITORIAL 

An Introduction to World Englishes and World 

English Poetry 

The term 'World Englishes', formally introduced by Kachru 
at the Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(TESOL) Conference along with the global profile of 
English, refers to the differences in the English language, 
emerging and used in various contexts across the world. 
Kachru argues in favour of importance of viewing each variety 
of English in its own hiscorical, political, sociolinguistic, 
and literary contexts. The concentric circle model as 
perceived and put forward by Kachru does show not only 
the wide spread of English across the world, but also 
emphasizes the concept of pluralism, linguistic 
heterogeneity, cultural diversity and the different theoretical 
and methodological foundations for teaching and research 
in English. 

In the twenty-first century, the entire world , growing 
narrow, accessible ,  sharable and familiar for all the people 
living on this earth necessitates English to be used as a 
common language despite some variations in habits, 
cultures, traditions, regions and idiosyncratic aspects. English 
has been accepted as the global language among the speakers 
of thousands of different languages. The whole world has 
become a global village. And English has achieved the status 
of an irresistible means of communication in this changed 
global scenario. Moreover, business, trade and commerce 
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have become international and most of the business 
organizations have their offices in mos't of the countries. In 
order to maintain international relationship in science, 
technology, business, education, travel, tourism, literature 
and so on, English serves the purpose as a common language 
and a global language. 

Now English being a lingua franca, most of the native 
and non-native speakers of English are found using 

English creatively. English has become the fastest 
increasing language in this modern world and it occupies 
the status of a language of literature by connecting the East 
and the West and the North and the South. 

"English as a global language" or English as a lingua 
franca or English as an international language even if there 
is a slight variation in these terms, they give almost the 
same meaning which signifies that English to be the most 
widely spoken and the most widely used language in almost 
all the major fields around the world. 

Though English was originally considered the language 
of the British, it has become a second language of many 
former British colonies such as the US, Australia, Canada, 
Nigeria, South Africa and India due to the historical efforts 
and activities of the British Empire. But today, English has 
become the principal language of the countries influenced 
by the British colonialism and it is also the main language 
used in business, trade and commerce and cultural spheres 
including literature dominated by these countries. 

Now so far poetry is concerned, English Poetry has been 
emerged as World Poetry or global poetry. Most of the 
native and non-native speakers of English are using English 
as their mode of creative writings of all genres including 
Translation. 

Bruce King does elaborate introduction in Modern Indian 
Poetry in English (1987, 2005), historicizes the development 
of this genre from the 19 5 Os onwards and provides a 
framework for its analysis. Bruce King's survey includes the 
span of only three decades of writings by Indian poets in 
English (Now it has been termed as Indian English Literature) 
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and is selective in its inclusion of the poets chosen for detailed 
analysis. It is nevertheless a very useful starting point for 
the study of poetry being written by Indian, both residents 
in India and those who have settled in different pares of the 
world. 

R Parthasarathy, an eminent Indian poet in English, a 
former British Council scholar at Leeds University said 'In 
the context of Indian verses �as whole, the contribution of 
poets writing in English is only marginal, and is likely to 
remain so. But it can, roday, be unreservedly said that it is 
significant contribution in that it is a legitimate expression 
of Universal, Human experience'. 

Indian English poetry has taken root in India, found a 
small but increasing readership and is here to stay and 
contributing to World English poetry. The most exciting 
literary development in recent decades has been the 
emergence of national and international literature. 

The P.resent anthology of World English poetry that 
intends to bring together the worthwhile poets includes 
poets who live in UK, USA, Canada, Australia, South Africa, 
New Zeland and India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal and 
Kurdistan. The anthology does not 'represent' the individual 
poet's work, as it does not attempt to define or exhaust 
either the scope or the style of each poet. It aims at showing 
World poetry in English at a glance and emphasizing its 
worth to continue to exist and grow up. India and the USA 
have the largest representation here due to the obvious reasons 
as the connection between India and USA goes back to 
Tagore, whose first appearance in the West was in prestigious 
literary magazine "Poetry" at the behest of Ezra Pound. 
Subsequently, Allen Ginsberg, John Berryman and others 
influenced two generation of Indian poets. 

There are eighty poets in this anthology, presented not 
chronologically but alphabetically, using their last names. 
The established poets and the relatively new promising 
writers have been treated with equal importance. The 
diversity and multicultural representation of the poets in 
the anthology shows a bird's eye view of the world poetry in 
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a single window, gives the readers a good idea of world 

English poetry. 
Regarding the quality of the contents in this anthology, 

we would like to leave it to the serious readers, expect their 

comments and constructive suggestions to help us improving 

upon it in its consequent editions. 
In conclusion, we would like to thank all the contributors 

who have been uniformly prompt and generous to respond 

to our call. We are particularly grateful to the eminent poet, 

Bibhu Padhi, whose time has always been at the disposal of 
younger writers . His help and advice have gone a long way 

to shape our project. Our thanks to Boudhayan Mukherjee, 

a leading bilingual poet and author, for reading the manuscript 
and offering his indulging valuable suggestions. 

We are thankful to Mr. Sudeep Seo, eminent poet, editor 

and anthologist for his constant support and encouragement. 

We are also grateful to all of the contributdrs from abroad 

for their valuable submissions and sincere supports in order 

to accomplish the project of this international anthology. 
We are grateful to the publisher 'Tristoop Books' for their 

strong and sincere support and co-operations. 

Braja K Sorkar 

Binay Laha 

Rudra Kinshuk 
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SHANTA ACHARYA 

Born and educated in Odisha, Shanta Acharya won a scholarship to 

Oxford where she was among the first batch of women admitted 

to Worcester College. She was also the first person from Odisha to 

be awarded the DPhil in English from Oxford. She was a Visiting 

Scholar in the Department of English and American Literature and 

Languages at Harvard University.The author of twelve books, 

herlatest poetry collectionsare Imagine: New and Selected Poems 

(Harper Collins Publishers, 2017) and What Survives Is the Singing 

(Indigo Dreams Publishing, 2020). Shanta has the rare achievement 

of being published in fields as diverse as poetry, fiction, literary 

studies and finance.Her doctoral study, The Influence of Indian 

Thought on Ralph Waldo Emerson, was published in 2001. Her poems, 

reviews and articles have been included in journals and major 

anthologies in India, the UK and the USA. Her novel, A World 

Elsewhere, appeared in 2015.Founder director of'Poetry in the House', 
Shanta was responsible for hosting monthly poetry readings at 

Lauderdale House in London from 1996-2015. She served on the 

Development Board of the Arvan Foundation and was among the 

Founder Members on the Board of Trustees of the Poetry School, 
and has twice served as a trustee on the board of The Poetry Society 

in the UK. She is a Life Member of the Poetry Society.She has 

performed at various institutions, festivals and poetry reading 
venues. Her poems have been translated to Bengali, Chinese, 

French, German, Hindustani, Odia, Russian, and Ukrainian . 
www.shanta-acharva.com 
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THE HEDGEROW 

This hedgerow, doing its hedgerow work, 

Of being the thing between this field 

And the next, has become a place in itself. 

At first an outline, the faintest mark 

Drawn as though with a pencil of living wood, 

The years have filled it in with detail, 

Given it an inside and an outside, 

Different departments, nurseries, hard 

Beds in a basketwork of dormitories, 

A universe in one dimension. 

More than the frilled cuff of an agricultural cell, 

It is the limit of a parish made flesh 

The life that seeps from the seams of the world 

Sheered back each season by a machine from hell. 
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JEN WEBB 

Jen Webb is Distinguished Professor of Creative Practice at the 

University of Canberra, whereresearches creativity and culture, and 

is Dean of Graduate Research.Her scholarly publications include 

• Researching Creative Writing (Frontinus, 2015 ), and A rt and Human

Rights: Contemporary Asian Contexts (with Caroline Turner;

Manchester UP, 2016). She is co-editor of the literary journal Meniscus

and the scholarly journal Axon: Creative Explorations.Her recent

poetry collections are Sentences from the Archive, and Moving Targets

(Recent Work Press, 2016, 2018). She collaborates extensively other

writers on both creative and cultural topics: with Kavita Nandan

she co-editedWriting the Pacific (2007); with Paul Hetherington she

produced the poetry/photography volume Watching the World (2015 ),

and the Mandarin/English poetry anthology Open Windows:

Contemporary Australian Poetry (2015 ); with Monica Carroll she

published the collection of interviews Everyday Words & Creative

Practice: Ten Australian Poets in Conversation (2019); with She Hawke

she published the poetry collection Flight Mode (Recent Work Press

2020); and with Jean Kent, David Musgrave and Carolyn Rickett

she edited This Gift, This Poem (Puncher &Wattmann, 2021), an

anthology to be distributed in hospitals for those who need

consolation.
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WRITTEN IN SKIN 

which doubles as page, folds into book. I turn my hand, my arm, 

reading lines of thought inscribed there, scenting memory. Once 

you wrote on it with your body, but those lines have faded, and 

with them our tale. I have forgotten the ways you held me; the 

weight of that pendant between my breasts, the last gasp of a faulty 

shower in a cheap hotel. I have forgotten the houses we shared, 

every photograph I burned. My skin, though,knows the scent of 

grass in winter, the touch of linen in spring. Remembers hands 

that tried to read it, fingers that failed their limits . Skin recalls it 

all, turns those sensations over and over, impressing them in 

memory. 
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AUTUMN 

You are indoors, cracking ice, I am outside sweeping leaves. The 

suburb is shutting down for the year, the neighbours behind have 

hung mourning curtains on every window, the neighbours in front 

have let their swimming pool crack. Chlorine and shadow and more 

chlorine are feeling their slow way through the streets. Sulphur 

crested cockatoos fly overhead, impervious to human sorrow, 

shouting imprecations before they leave, laughing. Here, you say, 

drink this, but my throat won't swallow the gin and we sit, silently, 

in this melancholy evening, watching the light turn lilac then ecru 

then grey. 
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IN BERLIN 

I kissed you at Checkpoint Charlie, below placards of armed guards 

knee deep in ice while youths scattered leaflets for two-for-one 

meals. I kissed you outside the Hauptbahnhof and you checked 

your watch and said there was just enough time to catch the last 

entry at the Reichstag. At Alexanderplatz a tap dancer approached 

me, 'percussively' you said, and I watched her through the lens, 

one hand changing focus, the other reaching for the beer. A wooden 

stake in my chest, crowds outside the windows at Kadewe, where 

'look!' you said, pointing, but my field of vision was shrinking, the 

pavement looked so good, I curled there, thumb in mouth, favourite 

scarf against my cheek, watching the river rise. 
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